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About NGA

We are expert leaders in school and trust governance, providing 
information, advice and guidance, professional development and e-
learning to governors, trustees, clerks, and other governance 
professionals in England

We also represent the voices of governors, trustees, clerks and 
governance professionals at national level

www.nga.org.uk

Join over 75,000 members who already trust our expertise
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Independent and 
confidential advice

Access to independent 
and timely advice for GOLD 
members – governing 
boards, clerks, headteachers 
and executive leaders.

Sector-leading
induction guides

Supporting new and 
experienced governors, 
trustees and chairs in 
their roles.

NEW: virtual Welcome to 
Governance LIVE sessions

Make an impact in the first 
six months as a governor/
trustee, via sessions that 
complement local school, 
trust or LA induction 
programmes.

Membership magazine

Thought-provoking articles on 
aspects of all education and 
governance. Published five 
times a year. 

The essential 
information hub

Access members-only 
guidance, research, practical 
resources and much more.

Keeping you informed

A weekly e-newsletter 
during term-time featuring 
the latest education news, 
policy updates, guidance 
and much more.

High-profile events

Hear from high-profile 
speakers and share best 
practice at events including 
our Summer and Annual 
Conferences, Clerks’ and 
SEND Networks, and MAT 
Governance Network.

NEW: Governance 
Leadership forums

Networking events for those 
governing and leading 
schools to share experiences, 
debate future plans and 
discuss key issues they face.

Webinars and podcasts

Supporting governing boards 
through NGA’s series of 
webinars and podcasts.

E-learning anytime, 
anywhere

Develop governance skills
and knowledge with over 
50 high-quality e-learning 
modules, and bitesize 
modules.

Tailored to your board’s
circumstances

Includes external reviews of 
governance, online 
appraisals and virtual face-
to-face training workshops.

Making your voice heard

We raise the profile of 
governance through our 
engagement with policy 
makers and through our 
campaigns.
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MAT governance – the successes and the challenges

▪ Innovative governance models to ensure community accountability 

▪ The key role of separation

▪ MAT board practice and the relationship with the exec  

Today’s session
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NGA & MATs 

▪ NGA’s MAT governance network est. 2016

▪ MAT NGA External Review of Governance (ERG)

▪ A series of MAT in-depth case studies 

▪ NGA GOLDline

▪ NGA events/forums/webinars 

▪ Daily contact with our MAT members

▪ NGA’s annual governance surveys

▪ NGA’s consultancy programme

▪ Partner and sector voices

▪ MAT specific research 

▪ NGA team governing in MATs

▪ Delivery of reformed NLG programme

▪
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1. Right people around the table

2. Organisational identity: ethos and vision

3. Ethics, behaviour, culture and relationships

4. Who does what?

5. The governance professional

6. Community engagement & accountability to stakeholders

7. The local tier

8. Communication and information management

9. Finance, due diligence and risk

10. Sustainability, growth and mergers 

11. Oversight 

12. System leadership and collaboration 

MATs Moving Forward 2021 report
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https://www.nga.org.uk/News/NGA-News/September-
2021/Relations-between-governance-tiers-in-MATs-remain.aspx
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MMF findings – a 
positive message…

*MAT governance has evolved, both before 
and during the COVID-19 pandemic 

* Increased community perspective embraced
*Push for more intelligent accountability 

*Reinforcing the relationship between TB & local tier
*Future success reliant on learning from each other
*Some MATs remain sluggish – ie lack of ERG

Organisations with strong governance 
do not fail 
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Ethical, 
effective, 

accountable 
practice

Decisions 
– public 
money

Legal/ 
compliance

Good MAT governance & the ATH  

Governance determines 

who has the power, who 

makes the decisions,  

how 

other players make their 

voice heard, and how 

account is rendered

Institute on 
Governance, Canada

Academy trust 
handbook
The positive …”strong 

academy trusts have 

been able to adapt and 

continue to advance 

education even under 

these most challenging 

of climates”

The not so 

positive…”we continue 

to intervene on occasion 

in broader governance 

issues, not only in 

response to financial 

management concerns”
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Organisational identity

Driven by what?

Identity – imperative to 
success

Entity recognized in law 
but recognised by 

community?

What about autonomy?
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Communication  - everyone is plugged in 

Two-way channel 

Adapt and renew

Information management 

Stay local 

Celebrate success 
and communicate 
challenges
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Communication between layers 
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Structure clarity 

Honesty and 
clarity

Separation of 
functions

Minimising 
layers of 

governance

Avoiding 
duplication

Marrying 
structures

“There should be significant 
separation between the 
individuals who are members and 
those who are trustees. If 
members sit on the board of 
trustees this may reduce the 
objectivity with which the 
members can exercise their 
powers. The Department’s strong 
preference is for a majority of 
members to be independent of 
the board of trustees”
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Scheme of delegation 

Narrative Structure 
diagram

Delegation grid

https://www.nga.org.uk/Knowledge-Centre/Governance-structure-roles-and-responsibilities/Academy-

trusts/Scheme-of-delegation.aspx

https://www.nga.org.uk/Knowledge-Centre/Governance-structure-roles-and-responsibilities/Academy-trusts/Scheme-of-delegation.aspx
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Governance models 
Governing models can/do drag back progress if not progressing with 
the MAT 

You have freedom – lots can be achieved within the remit of the 
model articles

Alternative models include advisory local tiers, task specific ie strategic 
priorities inc disadvantage/safeguarding, community governance and 
hub models

But many trusts are not even thinking about alternative models 

Success = defining how executive is held to account, identifying 
information needed, clarity on delegation & communication

Balance to be found - trust board retaining strategic role vs not weighed 
down by excessive information

Huge culture change  so invest time in identifying reporting lines that work 
for all
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Thinking differently - the local tier

Monitor Scrutinise

Consult Represent

Influence
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Board practice – external reviews of governance  

Objective & 
independent 

Powerful 
diagnosis 

What about 
self 

evaluation?
When? 

DfE – conduct 
routinely 

What … every 
layer

Who – include 
governance 
professional! 
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ERG - recurring themes 

1. Boards with professional skills but not governance skills

2. Lack of understanding of the role and legal responsibilities 

3. Lack of knowledge of the sector – specifically school performance data and school funding

4. Lack of acknowledgement of the importance risk management 

5. Performance management of the CEO

6. Over complex and confusing schemes of delegation

7. Lack of training for all, but especially for academy committees on their role and responsibilities  

8. Not knowing their schools and their stakeholders
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Identity & place 

Brand & infrastructure

Central vision & value 

Centralisation vs localisation

History &Local culture, 

Leadership & policy 

Economies & investment   

Control, non-negotiables

Specified, local management 

Geographical need

Stakeholders, local intel
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Trust mergers – leading the conversation…  



www.nga.org.uk

Questions?

THANK YOU 

Visit stand F38


